Due to advancements in sensor-based, non-destructive phenotyping platforms, researchers are 1 5 increasingly collecting data with higher temporal resolution. These phenotypes collected over 1 6 several time points are cataloged as longitudinal traits and used for genome-wide association 1 7 studies (GWAS). Longitudinal GWAS typically yield a large number of output files, posing a 1 8 significant challenge for data interpretation and visualization. Efficient, dynamic, and integrative 1 9
Introduction 3 4
Owing to the availability of high-throughput phenotyping platforms, there is growing interest in 3 5 the quantitative genetics of longitudinally measured traits, i.e., traits that are measured over 2018). For example, the application of GWAS to responses to abiotic stresses, such as drought, 3 8 salinity, and temperature tolerance, measured at temporal resolution may provide insights into 3 9 the mechanisms underlying plant physiological processes measured throughout the duration of 4 0 stress or development (Busemeyer et al., 2013; Moore et al., 2013; Topp et al., 2013;  with a given phenotype. However, the static nature of these plots limits the information that can 4 6 be displayed and extracted. Further, the number of Manhattan plots that can be viewed at once ShinyAIM to smoothly navigate the application. Each feature is briefly described in the 8 6
following sections. time point ( Figure 1A) . After the correct file format is selected and the file is uploaded, the 9 0 available time points will be automatically updated in the 'Choose Time Point or Phenotypes.' 9 1
An interactive Manhattan plot is automatically generated on the right hand panel after selecting a 9 2 target time point. Users can move the mouse over the points in the plot to display detailed 9 3 information, including the marker name, position, chromosome location, and -log10 p-value.
4
Furthermore, it is possible to zoom in on potential candidate regions to obtain additional detail.
5
ShinyAIM offers the flexibility to choose the significance level by moving the slider input bar. In interpretation ( Figure 1B) . The significance threshold for markers can be modified by moving Users are able to dynamically view only the top associated markers in a scatter plot ( Figure 1C ).
0 7
This feature is implemented in ShinyAIM to enable users to focus only the topmost associated select the number of markers displayed in a scatter plot by filtering the markers based on p-
values. This is achieved by directly typing or selecting the option 'Select Top Markers Based on 1 1 1 p-value.' The scatter plot is interactive and users can move the mouse over a point to display marker, and -log10 p-value ( Figure 1C ). Phenotypic data visualization helps users view phenotypes used for GWAS in the forms of 1 1 6 dynamic histograms and density plots ( Figure 1D) . The trends and variability in phenotypic We have developed a user-friendly integrative Shiny-based application to dynamically visualize 1 2 1 and interpret longitudinal GWAS results, providing an easy-to-use online tool to the community. The source code for the ShinyAIM application is freely available at 
